ABSTRAK

Agas and Agus are the twin brothers who are growing together and raised by their father. Their father is really excited with Wayang Kulit Performance. When their father died, he leaves his legacy to the both of their sons. However, Agas receives a little bit different legacy than his brother, Agus. Because of that, Agus is envy and he wants to get all of his father that given without considering the cause of what he has done. While, Agas is confuse to share his legacy to Agus because of Agus’ strange behavior after their father is dead. Their mother got murdered by Agus after Agas and Agus got fight. Finally, Agus has imprisoned because of that case, and Agas can continue and realize the legacy because at the end, Agus tells Agas that Agas should hold their father’s favorite event, Wayang Kulit Performance. That is happened during Agas is watching the story of Ramayana from Wayang Kulit Performance in his own hotel.